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STIRRED CELL CULTURE BIOREACTORSCell Culture processes usually refer to the processes by which mammalian cell lines, such as CHO or HEK293, are used for...
More info →
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AIRLIFT BIOREACTORSFor cells that are too sensitive to the shear stress and heat generation caused by the mechanical agitation, airlift bio...
More info →
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STIRRED MICROBIAL FERMENTERSMicrobial fermentation refers to the process by which different substrates are converted by a variety of microorganisms ...
More info →
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SINGLE USE BIOREACTORSSingle-use systems are becoming another key technology in the field of mammalian cell culture and pharmaceutical applica...
More info →




	BIOREACTOR MODELS
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F0-BABYAn ideal entry level autoclavable benchtop bioreactor for a range of microbial and cell culture R&D activities for the a...
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F1An advanced autoclavable benchtop bioreactor, for R&D, process optimization and small-scale bio-production for biopharma...
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F2The perfect solution for first Steam In Place (SIP) stainless steel bioreactor/ fermenter for the scaling up of bioproce...
More info →
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F3This pilot/industrial size bioreactor is the market reference in advanced pilot activities and small-scale industrial pr...
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FS INDUSTRIAL BIOREACTORSFS are Bionet special models are Bioreactors engineered and built to measure, when working volumes are bigger than 200 l...
More info →
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CELL-tainer 15L rocking bioreactorThe Celltainer CT-15 is our single-use pilot bioreactor with patented two-dimensional rocking technology. Ideal for R&D,...
More info →
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ROSITAThe software solution for the F0 BABY, F1 and M1 benchtop bioreactors, adaptable to their common or special microbial an...
More info →
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MARTAThe software solution for the F2, F3, M2 and industrial bioprocess solutions, adaptable to the specific user requirement...
More info →
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bSCALEThe bScale is the Plug&Play module that you need for the connection of scales, from a range of scale precisions and bran...
More info →
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bCPMThe Plug&Play module you need to carry out different continuous strategies for an increase in your bioprocess productivi...
More info →
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bVSPThe Variable Speed Pump is the Plug&Play module you need to carry out substrate additions (i.e. for Fed-batch and semi-c...
More info →
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bBREATHThe Plug&Play module you need to carry out O2/CO2 composition analysis of your bioreactor exhaust gas (i.e. metabolic pr...
More info →
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bFGMThis is the software module you need to be able to select other gas than air and O2, required for anaerobic processes or...
More info →
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M1 BENCHTOP SYSTEM
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